
Bänken som Föll Mellan Stolarna  
A Bench that Fell Between the Cracks 

A site-speci!c project in the public sphere  
by Alvaro Campo 



Introduction 

This project was initiated for my final presentation of the one year postmaster course “Of Public Interest“, lead by 
Jonas Dahlberg at the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm. In the beginning, I had a much clearer idea of where I 
wanted it to go but it gradually found its own development and form, and today it should be seen as a work in 
progress.  
  
The research began in the area where my Studio is located in Stockholm because it was so accessible and 
familiar to me, especially during the beginning of the COVID crisis. The crisis also accentuated the importance of 
a public space accessible to all, a space without programming or commercial interests, simply a place to be. In 
the context of the quarantine, during the beginning of the Spring of 2020 being stuck in their apartments many 
people had nowhere to go in the commercial public space.  Cafes and restaurants felt dangerous and infected, 
and many places were closed. Many people found comfort in the simple pleasure of sitting in the sun on a public 
bench at a proper distance from each other.  
  
Having said this I would like to share this project with you that situates itself around a public bench in the 
industrial area of Hagalund, in Solna, a part of the greater Stockholm area. ! 



At the end of the 1800s in Old Hagalund, before Blåkulla, land was sold cheaply, and people built their own 
houses. Many of these people were craftsmen. On the site, a small “city” was built organically, with no political 
directives and no urban planning. This gave rise to a unique architecture and organization, and 6000 people lived 
there at its most populated moment. But Hagalund was regarded by the authorities as a township. In the 60’s and 
70’s came the "Million Program” and housing needed to be built for a much larger part of the population. 
Hagalund was one of the chosen sites.  Old Hagalund was demolished and became what is today Blåkulla,!and 
Hagalund industrial Area still exists just beside it. 

During the transformation process of old Hagalund, a painter named Olle Olsson who had lived there all his life in 
a house built by his grandfather, succeeded in influencing public opinion. His intervention would lead to the 
preservation of a few houses from the old neighbourhood, including his own.!Today this is known as the Olle 
Olsson Hagalund Museum. 


Part 1 
Hagalund in Space and Time 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Programme
https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagalund,_Solna_kommun
http://olleolssonhagalund.se
http://olleolssonhagalund.se




Hagalund Industrial Area 

Hagalund Industrial Area which is next door to Hagalund, is soon to be torn down and remodeled to create 4500 
housing units. In fact, the process has already started.  

The city of Stockholm is building a new subway line that will connect Hagalund to the city, which is to take 8 
years to complete - see program here 

An architect named Björn Johansson has written a thesis on the area and its transformation, and the proposal 
was completed some years ago. The central idea is to integrate the businesses together with the new housing 
and to preserve a large part of the industrial area with the intention of not pushing out all the small businesses 
and other operations running in the area and seeing if it possible to create a space where these can coexist and 
create a lively area. ( more info: download document here )  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_7NXiMJgRBrY0GKbMoyh56XRGcKB3DWq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cjo5E0ryAfl7AHJW-cQ4HhWICgq7qUUy/view?usp=sharing


Hagalund  
Hagalund industrial area 



Liljevalchs Hubb 

In 2014 Liljevalchs, Humlegården Real Estate Agency (which 
owns most of the buildings in Hagalund and which has 
increased their investments in the area) and the city of Solna 
collaborated on the creation of Liljevalchs Hub, in old, 
rundown, unrentable o!ce spaces. A studio complex for 
artists of various disciplines was born. It was inaugurated in 
the presence of the former minister of Culture, Madeleine 
Sjöstedt  

“The purpose of the project is to create broader contact 
areas between creative actors and the established cultural 
life in the Stockholm region, to bring about meetings between 
artistic practitioners and institutions as well as companies and 
organizations.” 

Two years later, Liljevalchs pulled out of the project and let 
the artists take over the leases through an organization of 
their own which today is named Gelb Ateljéer. 

https://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/humlegarden/pressreleases/humlegaarden-staerker-naervaron-i-hagalund-genom-markfoervaerv-2332700








Hagalundsmuseet 

There are several other artistic organizations in the building and neighborhood; some were already there, and 
others have joined later, attracted by the low rents. One of these organizations is Gamla Hagalunds Vänner. This 
association is made up of 300 members, most of whom grew up in Old Hagalund, and the main purpose of the 
association is preservation and exhibition of cultural memory. It acts as a museum sorts, run almost entirely by 
goodwill and voluntary work. Without proper funding and structure, it has been forced to move from several 
times in the last decade and so has a bit of a “temporary” feel to it. 

The Museum collection consists of donated photographs, paintings, drawings, maps and collected historical 
documents but most importantly, the individual and collective memories of the members. However, there is also a 
series of remarkable “objects” housed by the collection, a series of models made by Kent Fernström and in 
particular one large scale piece that documents in minute detail the process of the destruction of Old Hagalund 
and the simultaneous reconstruction of the new on top of the old. The work’s title is ”Varje grop en grav.”  English 
translation,  “Each pit, a grave.”  







The model was exhibited at 
Liljevalchs vårsalong in 2013.  
(more info here). 

http://hagalundsvanner.com/om-foreningen/modeller-av-hagalund/


Hagalund Industrial Area : The Process of 
deconstruction has begun but in a rather 
unexpected way.  

The Big Bang 
On the 23rd of August an explosion is heard in the middle 
of the night from several kilometers away. Pita Baren, the 
Greek fast-food restaurant has blown up. The scene is one 
of devastation, a war zone-like situation with only bits and 
pieces left of the little lunch place that marks the entrance 
of Hagalund Industrial Area, and there are several 
damaged buildings. 
The scene was later investigated by the police, and the 
conclusion was that it was a criminal act, that the explosion 
was indeed planned, but as of today nobody has been 
convicted of the crime.


https://mitti.se/nyheter/sprangladdning-explosionen-gatukoket/?omrade=solna




Today the Pita Baren 
still exists on Google 
maps where a local 
named Sorin reviews it 
and says:  

“So-so food. The 
placed is pretty talked 
up but doesn’t quite 
deliver. The place blew 
up recently and 
doesn’t exist anymore” 

Link on google maps  

https://www.google.com/maps?q=Pita+Baren,+Industriv%C3%A4gen+27,+171+48+Solna&ftid=0x465f9d978ed80ddd:0x341124b7ead64196&hl=en-SE&gl=se&shorturl=1


This is what was left of it after the explosion, the 
remains were left untouched for several months. 
The green building in the background has been 
used as a refugee center.  It is now being used for 
police exercises. 



At the moment, all that  
is left is a pit, a reminder 
of that night, a ground 
zero for the Pita Bar.



A message from Humlegården 
(Real Estate Agency) announcing 
that the police will be doing 
exercises in the green villa on 
Thursday, the 16th of April, and that 
there is nothing to worry about. 





A curious coincidence, just 
a few meters away a sign 
for another roadside “food 
truck” that goes by the 
name of “PANG 
Dumplings.” (above) can 
also be seen in this 
newspaper clipping, the 
day after the explosion. 



The second building to 
be demolished, this 
time, also a planned 
event, but in a more 
controlled way, was a 
car repair shop just a 
couple of hundred 
meters down the road. 
It still also exists on the 
cur ren t ve rs ion o f 
Google maps. Its name 
was MECA, Hagalund. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Halagund+AB/@59.3560162,18.0128475,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x465f9d9793d56d07:0xba1aacc88dbf003a!8m2!3d59.3560162!4d18.0150362?hl=en-SE




The empty space and traces left after a 
couple of months of demolition.  



The Old School 

Just across the street  from this is a Montessori school for small children, Björkbacka skola. It was run down 
and uncared for until just recently.

A link to an interactive 
map of the location 
before it was 
renovated some years 
ago.  

https://www.hitta.se/kartan!~59.35600,18.01428,16z/tr!i=l2ldP3cY/search!i=ijmrdfmg!q=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna!t=single!st=cmp/streetview!po=59.35600100:18.01427600!a=-222.38803!pi=-10.00000?search=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna&st=single&sst=cmp&sids=ijmrdfmg&srb=0
https://www.hitta.se/kartan!~59.35600,18.01428,16z/tr!i=l2ldP3cY/search!i=ijmrdfmg!q=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna!t=single!st=cmp/streetview!po=59.35600100:18.01427600!a=-222.38803!pi=-10.00000?search=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna&st=single&sst=cmp&sids=ijmrdfmg&srb=0
https://www.hitta.se/kartan!~59.35600,18.01428,16z/tr!i=l2ldP3cY/search!i=ijmrdfmg!q=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna!t=single!st=cmp/streetview!po=59.35600100:18.01427600!a=-222.38803!pi=-10.00000?search=Industriv%C3%A4gen%2016%20171%2048%20Solna&st=single&sst=cmp&sids=ijmrdfmg&srb=0
https://bma.nu/solna-enskilda-skola/


A sign on the side of the 
street was placed by 
Stockholm Läns Museum 
(the Stockholm County 
Museum) describes it as a 
building of historical and 
cultural value.  It was built 
in 1874 and is Solna´s 
oldest preserved school 
building. The students 
there got an education 
organized by Karolinska 
Hospital (located less than 
a km away) to work with 
public healthcare. 



The benches 

This is a view of the school from one of the windows in 
the building where my studio is located. In front of the 
school, from this angle, there is a little park with three 
public benches 



School

Benches 

While the school was renovated, the benches which occupy the public space between the school and the parking lot were, however, left to their own devices. 



The gra!ti in the 
background was 
made for an art 
project which was 
partly funded by the 
municipality of Solna 

The benches in the winter of 2020

https://smartkreativstad.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Pilotstudie7_HagalundMovingMurals_projektbeskrivning_170918.pdf
https://smartkreativstad.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Pilotstudie7_HagalundMovingMurals_projektbeskrivning_170918.pdf


The benches in the Spring of 2020. 
Note that the piece of wood on the 
ground under one of the benches is 
still there after a couple of months.



This detail plan map from 1992 
defines the use of di"erent land 
sections in the area and shows 
the little green patch with the 
benches as an area defined by 
Solna Municipality. The park 
and benches were at that time 
in the care of Solna Municipality.  
(See map here)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19N6yE_voxcRpUJkKBNMX53GQCGZEEMdr/view?usp=sharing


This map shows 
the actual detail 
plan for Solna, the 
areas for care and 
m a i n t e n a n c e 
d u r i n g t h e 
summer months of 
the year, here in 
yellow. It seems as 
though the little 
park has been 
forgotten in the 
current plan.



La n t m ä t e r i e t i s t h e 
S w e d i s h m a p p i n g , 
cadastral and registration 
authority. This is where 
ownership of land is 
registered in Sweden. 
This map shows the 
names, ownership and 
division of land parcels in 
the area. 

https://www.lantmateriet.se/%23


Solna Hagalund 4:26 

According to this o!cial 
document from Lantmäteriet, 
Solna Hagalund 4:26 has been 
owned by the municipality of 
Solna since 1874 when it was 
expropriated.





The proposal 

The proposal is to restore one of the three benches to its original state. (the one on the left).   

In the second phase of this project, I will research and document the origin of the bench and consult a carpenter in 
order to do a proper restoration.  

As mentioned in the introduction, I have approached what was immediately and easily available to me, the public 
space right outside of my studio. But through the course of this project, it is now much clearer to me that the park’s 
situation sheds light on questions in a much wider context, the grey zones which appear in the process of 
privatisation and consequently the neglected areas of responsibility. 

Who will be responsible for these areas in the long run? What happens when citizens attempt to take them into 
their own hands?   



Eager to start on the physical work and since the paint on the 
benches was flaking away, I peeled o" a bit and went to the 
paint store NCS 3040-Y20R seemed to be the color. 

Part 2  
Solna Hagalund 4:26 : The restoration 



It was only after scraping away a layer of paint that I 
realized that the original was transparent varnish that 
showed the wood underneath and that this NCS 3040-
Y20R color had been used to try to simulate wood. The 
painter had only painted the upper side of the bench. I 
decided to unscrew a plank to have a closer look. The 
underside revealed the original color.  It smelled like an 
old boat and looked like an oar. 





At the boat club I met a 
man named David from 
Peru.  He was scraping a 
boat.  He had inherited it 
from a Swedish 
ambassador that he used 
to work for.  The boat was 
from 1911. 



The instructions were clear: 

1. Scrape and sand away as much as possible of the old paint. Some people use 
machines, but doing so may get rid of too much wood, and the result might be that the 
hull becomes weak in some places. Going out to sea with a weak hull is not 
recommended. Doing the work by hand may take longer, but if you want your boat to 
last… 

2. To be able to sand it, the wood must be completely dry. 
3. Oil the wood with a mixture of 50% linseed oil and 50% turpentine. 
4. Use boat paint, and sand lightly between each layer. Wipe o" dust. 
5. Apply a final coat of varnish.  
6. Sail away into unknown waters.







Even though the month of June had 
been an unusually hot one, the wood 
was wet in some places, and the 
sanding process had to be interrupted 
in order to let the wood dry. 





The sun’s heat had not been enough to dry 
the damaged wood by itself. Water had 
worked itself in over a longer period of time 
and penetrated through the layers of paint.  

Borrowing the bench and placing it in the 
studio in order to dry seemed like the most 
e"ective and simple way to go about it.  

The invisible bench was also covered and 
made to look present in order to avoid 
worrying the neighbourhood over its 
absence. 







On one of the planks on the back of the 
bench a little plate under the first layer 
of paint became visible, and on the 
plate, the name of the company that 
had made the bench and a telephone 
number. 

At Hags, a person named Anders 
Kyhlberg answered, and he was able to 
answer some questions about the 
bench. 

1. That it most probably dated from the 
mid-nineties.  

2. That the wood should be oiled first 
and then painted with glazing paint 
(‘lasyr,’ in Swedish) 

3. That the color to use in the 
renovation process is NCS - 3050Y10R 

And so the painting began… 







In the midst of the second layer, the roar of electric saws suddenly made itself heard. A 
man was cutting the hedges around the parking lot. How fast would this process go? 
Were they going to cut the tall grass and bushes around the bench?  Had the 
municipality finally sent people to take care of the place? Would they ask what I was 
doing, who I was working for? 

When asked what he was doing and who he was working for, he responded that he was 
employed by the owner of the buildings, Humlegården.  He said that he would not cut 
the hedges farther than the edge of the parking lot and that the benches were not 
included in this task. The boundary was very distinct - it was the far edge of the parking 
lot. He also mentioned that this was not a rare occurence, that in fact there are many 
places where he has been working where this is the case, where the boundaries 
between the public and the private manifest in the shrubbery.








As the painting of the bench was reaching its final stage a white Volvo drove up and 
parked besides the park.  A middle-aged woman climbed out and explained that she 
was the principal of the school.  She asked who I worked for and complained that the 
lack of care for these green areas was tarnishing the school’s image. She was clearly 
upset and wondered who to contact.









A couple of days later the process had finally come to an end with a third layer of paint. 
The bench, restored at last, was ready to return to playing its part in the public life of 
Hagalund Industrial Area.



TO BE CONTINUED… 




